A software birthmark means inherent characteristics that can be used to identify a program. In this paper, we propose a birthmark technique based on object traces of Java programs. Java is an object-oriented programming language that provides various predefined class libraries that help programmers to produce software easily. In order to utilize Java class libraries, we have to use Java object instructions. The Java object instructions are hard to replace or remove, and so a set of sequences of object instructions is a proper candidate to represent inherent characteristics of a program. We propose a new birthmark using the sequences of object instructions. We evaluate the proposed birthmark with open source programs and compare it with previous static birthmarks. Experiments show that the detection capability of our birthmark is much higher than that of other static birthmarks despite obfuscations by Smokescreen and ZKM.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, many software products have been developed as open source projects [1] . Such open source projects started from the concept of information sharing and have been growing with the support of many developers.Adopting an open source has the advantage of saving time and cost for developing software. [2] . Among them, the most restricted license is the GNU General Public License (GPL) because most of source codes that are developed by utilizing open sources under the GPL have to be open to the public. The ratio of GPL projects is over 70% in the statistical data of SourceForge [3] . There were many GPL violations. For example, Skype violated the GPL in the VoIP phone [4] , and CISCO also violated the GPL in the iPhone [5] . Besides these, many similar cases [6] exist.
Generally, it is hard to recover original source codes from distributed commercial software because software is distributed in a binary format. To analyze the software binary executables for reverse engineering, even an expert has to spend much time and effort. However, Java [7] applications are easy to analyze because Java applications are usually distributed as Java bytecodes that include much information to achieve high portability. Moreover, various decompilers [8] [9] [10] were developed owing to the strict specification of the Java virtual machine (JVM). Thus, in most cases we can recover source codes from Java class files through decompilers even though the original source code is not available. As a result, Java applications are one of the most frequent targets of software theft. Hence, it is essential to devise techniques to detect code theft, especially for Java. Figure 1 shows a typical procedure of code theft.
Research on code theft has been conducted mostly on source code plagiarism detection techniques [11, 12] . If we can get the source code of a suspicious program, plagiarism detection may be the most effective technique. However, we cannot always get the source code because an application program is generally distributed in compiled binary format. It is possible to recover a source code by decompiling the executable binaries. However, we can easily imagine that if someone steals a source code, he will distribute binary files transformed by an obfuscator to hide the theft. In this case, complete decompiling is impossible. After all, when we cannot get a source code, we have to use copy detection techniques that are applicable to the Java binary files directly.
There is another research, code clone detection [13, 14] , for software theft detection. Code clones are duplicated lines of codes. If two different programs have code clones, we can suspect those programs as copied programs. However, such code clone techniques need source codes of two compared programs, like code plagiarism detection. Moreover, they are vulnerable to code transformation attacks.
To identify copied software, software watermarking [15, 16] is one of the most credible methods that proves copyright. A software watermark is similar to a multimedia watermark: it embeds information about the copyright of the software as a fingerprint. However, it is not applicable to software that has already been distributed without embedded watermarks. The developers must insert watermarks before releasing the software. In addition, watermarks can deteriorate the efficiency of programs and increase the size of programs.
When a program has already been distributed without a watermark, a birthmark can be considered as an alternative method. The software birthmark was introduced by Grover [17] . He defined a software birthmark as inherent characteristics that can be used to recognize or identify a program. If the same or similar birthmarks are extracted from two programs, we consider that the two programs may be in copy relation. In order to be effective, a birthmark has to satisfy two properties: credibility and resilience. Credibility means that the birthmark has no false positives; even though two programs have similar functions developed independently, birthmarks are able to decide that the programs are not in copy relation. Resilience means that the birthmark must be sustained even though a program is transformed by semantics-preserving transformations such as obfuscation [45] and optimization. A birthmark has to be resilient since code thefts may apply transformations to pretend the copied codes look different.
In this paper, we propose a new birthmark based on object traces of Java programs. An object trace means the sequence of object instructions; an object instruction means the instruction that creates an object, accesses field variables or invokes member functions. Java is an object-oriented programming language, and it provides various predefined Java class libraries that can help programmers to develop software easily. When a program utilizes Java class libraries, the compiled code must contain Java object instructions. Because Java object instructions are hard to replace or remove, an object trace birthmark (OTB), which is the sequence of object instructions, is a good candidate to represent inherent characteristics of the program. We extract an OTB by analyzing Java bytecodes statically and generating a control flow graph (CFG) of each method; we extract all possible sequences of object instructions from the entry node of a CFG to exit nodes. Then we calculate similarities among the sequences using a sequence alignment algorithm.
In order to evaluate the OTB, we perform experiments on open source programs that have common modules. We evaluate the capability of birthmarks to detect common modules among benchmark programs with respect to precision and recall. We compare the proposed birthmark with two existing birthmarks: the birthmark of Tamada et al. [18, 19] and the k-gram birthmark [20, 21] . From the experimental results, we confirm that the proposed birthmark is more resilient than existing static birthmarks, especially when the benchmark programs are transformed aggressively by various obfuscators.
In this research, we apply a new approach to designing a static birthmark that represents inherited characteristics of a program by observing the usual usage of Java libraries. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
(i) We proposed and implemented a novel static birthmark based on Java object traces. Java is an object-oriented programming language. Regarding objects, a Java program is executed by creating objects, accessing object variables and invoking object methods. Because these object-related instructions are considered the core properties of Java programs, we selected object instructions as our birthmark. (ii) To evaluate the birthmark, we applied the well-known measures of precision and recall that are frequently used in information retrieval. Precision and recall imply the credibility and the resilience of the birthmark, respectively. Precision indicates the ratio of pairs that are Detecting Common Modules in Java Packages 3 correctly detected as common modules out of all pairs that are indicated by the birthmark. Recall indicates the ratio of pairs that are correctly detected as common modules out of all the actual common module pairs. (iii) We evaluated the proposed birthmark in real-world Java applications. To measure the common module detecting capability of the birthmark, we chose open source Java application pairs that share common modules. Thus, we are convinced that our birthmark can be used as a practical tool for detecting software theft or license violation. (iv) We compared the proposed birthmark with existing static birthmarks. From the experimental results, we confirmed that the proposed birthmark is more resilient than existing static birthmarks, especially when the benchmark programs are transformed aggressively by various obfuscators.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review existing approaches of software birthmarks. In Section 3, we describe the definition of a software birthmark and propose the OTB. In Section 4, we describe the implementation of our birthmark. In Section 5, we evaluate the proposed birthmark. In Section 6, we discuss various birthmark issues and in Section 7 we conclude with a summary and suggestions for future work.
RELATED WORK
Software birthmarks are classified into static birthmarks and dynamic birthmarks according to the method of extracting the birthmarks from programs. For static birthmarks, characteristics of programs are gathered by static analyses of programs as a whole. Consequently, a static birthmark represents the overall behavior of a program, but it is vulnerable to program transformations. For dynamic birthmarks, information is collected while programs are running by monitoring the dynamic behaviors of programs. Dynamic birthmarks are more reliable and precise than static birthmarks. However, since the behaviors of programs vary depending on inputs and environments, birthmarks may look different even with the same program. Moreover, only parts of the programs are covered with a certain input so that copying parts of the program may not be detected.
Tamada et al. [18, 19] suggested static software birthmarks for Java class files. Their birthmarks are composed of four characteristics: constant values in field variables, sequence of method calls, inheritance structures and used classes. Constant values in field variables and sequence of method calls are easily attacked by code obfuscators. Inheritance structures and used classes utilize class relations. Therefore, the two birthmarks are resilient against existing Java obfuscators. On the other hand, they are not able to show a distinction between small classes. Furthermore, the four birthmarks cannot distinguish two programs that have the same structure but use different algorithms.
Myles and coworker [20, 21] suggested static k-gram birthmarks. A k-gram birthmark of a program is a set of k-length sequences of op-codes of the program. The sequences are extracted from the bytecodes while sliding a k-length window from the beginning of the program to the end. The k-gram birthmarks are vulnerable to attacks using program transformations such as code obfuscation and optimization because the order of instruction sequences is easily altered by program transformations. For example, the statement 'if (x>1) A; else B;' can be easily transformed into 'if (x<=1) B; else A;'. By doing the simple transformation, the sequence is altered from '(cond);A;B;' to '(!cond);B;A;'. Because the k-gram birthmarks do not consider control flows and extract physically contiguous instructions, they are not resilient to program transformations.
Park et al. [22] suggested a static Java trace birthmark: this is composed of all the possible execution traces that begin from the entry point to the exit points of a method. This approach considers control flows so that the Java trace birthmark may reflect actual execution sequences, while the k-gram birthmarks do not coincide with the runtime sequences. Therefore, the Java trace birthmark is resilient to code transformations such as the reordering of basic blocks and the insertion of unreachable codes by obfuscators. However, it is applicable only to small programs because the number of execution traces increases exponentially as the number of branch instructions increases.
Park et al. [23] also suggested a Java API trace birthmark that summarizes traces of API calls. By excluding instructions that are not API calls, they can reduce the number of traces so that the Java API trace birthmark can handle larger programs. However, since the number of API traces still increases exponentially in proportion to branches, the size of programs is not scalable depending on their control structures.
Myles and Collberg [24] suggested a whole program path (WPP) birthmark. To extract a WPP birthmark, instructions are gathered during the execution of a program. A graph is constructed by analyzing the gathered instruction trace with the SEQUITUR algorithm [25] . The graphs of the two programs are compared to get a maximum common subgraph that is used to compute a similarity between the two programs. The weakness of this approach is that huge amounts of instructions are gathered during the runtime. Thus, the WPP birthmarks are applicable only to tiny programs.
Schuler et al. [26] suggested a dynamic Java API birthmark. It extracts sequences of API calls per each class by executing a program. This approach is more efficient than WPP birthmarks because the size of the collected API sequences is much smaller than that of collected instruction sequences. This approach is resilient against obfuscations because most JavaAPI calls cannot be replaced or be removed. However, this approach has a limitation in that the birthmark of a method with no API calls cannot be distinguished. 
Condition (i) explains the difference between birthmarks and watermarks. A birthmark extracts characteristics only from the program itself, while a watermark extracts extra information that was previously embedded. Condition (ii) means that if p and q are in copy relation, the birthmark of p and the birthmark of q are the same. In this definition, the meaning of copy implies not only the exact reproduction but also the semantics-preserving transformation.
The following properties are restatements of those of Tamada and Myles. These properties suggest two evaluation criteria that a birthmark should meet.
Property 1 (Credibility). Let p and q be independently written programs that accomplish the same task. Then we say f is a credible measure if f (p) = f (q).

Property 2 (Resilience). Let p be a program obtained from p by applying semantics-preserving transformation T . Then we say f is resilient to T if f (p) = f (p ).
The credibility property is a criterion that excludes the possibility of false positives. In other words, although two programs have the same functionality, independently developed programs should have different birthmarks. The resilience property is a criterion that excludes the possibility of false negatives. That is, a software birthmark has to be strong enough to endure semantics-preserving transformations.
Definition of static object trace birthmark
There are 204 instructions for the JVM according to the Java Virtual Machine Specification [27] . These instructions are categorized as follows:
(i) load and store instructions (iload, istore, …); (ii) arithmetic instructions (iadd, isub, …); (iii) type conversion instructions (i2l, f2i, …); (iv) object creation and manipulation (new, getfield, putfield, …); (v) operand stack management instructions (pop, dup, …); (vi) control transfer instructions (ifeq, iflt, …); (vii) method invocation and return instructions (invokevirtual, ireturn, …); (viii) throwing exceptions instruction (athrow); (ix) subroutine instructions (jsr, jsr_w, ret); (x) synchronization instructions (monitorenter, monitorexit).
Java is an object-oriented programming language. Regarding objects, a Java program is executed by creating objects, accessing object variables and invoking object methods. These object-related instructions are considered the core properties of Java programs. We select object-related instructions as our birthmark because compilers or code obfuscators cannot replace object-related instructions easily. Table 1 shows JVM instructions that operate on objects. We devise an OTB using 11 JVM instructions of Table 1 . Objectrelated instructions will be extracted as a birthmark from the CFG of a method.
Before the formal definitions of the OTB, we show an intuitive example. 
Sort of object instruction JVM instruction
Creation new
Member variable access putfield, getfield putstatic, getstiatic
Method invocation invokevirtual invokestatic invokeinterface invokespecial
Type checking checkcast, instanceof Figure 2 shows an example of a Java source program that initializes a server for client-server communications. The constructor MyServer inputs a port number and initializes a server with the port number if the port number is greater than 0; otherwise, it initializes a server with the default port number. Figure 3 shows disassembled Java bytecodes that are compiled from the program of Fig. 2 . Figure 4a is a CFG that is constructed from the Java bytecodes of Fig. 3 . The numbers in the nodes represent the addresses of the corresponding bytecodes. To build an object flow graph (OFG), instructions that are not object-related are eliminated. Figure 4b is the OFG from Fig. 4a . Tables 2 and 3 are OTBs with k = 2 and 3, respectively. Duplicated object traces are removed.
In the case of a user-defined method call, we use only the type of the method; we exclude the method name because a programmer can rename it at any time. For example, a userdefined method call, 'm=max(x,y);', is compiled to JVM instruction 'invokevirtual max(II)I'. We replace it by 'invokevirtual (II)I', because the name 'max' can be altered easily by obfuscating transformations. For a user-defined class 'mypackage/myclass', the JVM instruction 'new mypackage/myclass' is replaced with 'new', because the name of a user-defined class can be altered, too. In detail, we extract the operands of object trace instructions as a birthmark when they are instances of a primitive type or pre-defined classes in the Java standard packages. The 202 packages are predefined from 'java.applet' to 'org.xml.sax.helpers' in the Java Platform Standard Edition 6 API Specification [28] .
Henceforth, we shall give formal definitions of the OTB. (1) (ii) 
(OFG of a Java Method). Given a CFG G = (V , E) of a Java method M, G = (V , E ) is an OFG of M if G satisfies the following two conditions:
(
, the set of SOT k is defined as follows:
where 
Similarity of static OTB
To compare two object traces extracted from two methods, we apply sequence alignment algorithms [29] [30] [31] that are frequently used in bioinformatics to compare genomic sequences. Because sequence alignment algorithms are based on the policy of matching scores and mismatching penalties of sequences, they can compensate for the distortion of birthmarks due to partial modifications by obfuscators or attackers. Well-known sequence alignment algorithms are global alignment [29] , local alignment [30] and semi-global alignment algorithms [31] . In general, the semi-global alignment algorithm is used to compare short sequences with long sequences because it ignores the penalties caused by heading and tailing mismatches. The global alignment algorithm calculates similarities based on whole sequences, and the local alignment algorithm focuses on partial sequences. The length of traces in an OTB is always fixed at k, and hence it is reasonable to apply the global alignment or local alignment algorithm rather than the semi-global algorithm.
We evaluated local alignment and global alignment algorithms for our OTB and found that these two alignment algorithms have trade-offs. The global alignment algorithm is more credible than the local alignment algorithm. Since the global alignment algorithm focuses on the similarity of whole sequences, matching scores of two sequences are accumulated from the beginning to the end of the sequences even though the matching scores decrease below 0.
The local alignment algorithm is more resilient than the global alignment algorithm because the former focuses on the similarity of subsequence of traces. In the local alignment algorithm, matching scores do not decrease below 0 despite the mismatching penalties of the prefix; new subsequence matching begins from the matching score 0. Therefore, even though some parts of a trace are altered by obfuscators or attackers, the similarity between two traces is measured as much by the amount of the common subsequences.
When a malicious developer copies and includes another's modules illegally, he will try to hide the copied modules by applying various obfuscating transformations. To detect these kinds of attacks, birthmarks need to be resilient to obfuscation. As a result, we choose the local alignment algorithm to support resilience more than credibility for our OTB.
Given two sequences 
After calculating the local alignment matrix L, the resulting score of the local alignment is obtained by finding the maximum value in the matrix, as follows:
Definition 3.6 (Trace Similarity). Given two object traces T 1 and T 2 , the similarity between T 1 and T 2 , T sim (T 1 , T 2 ), is defined as
The object traces are k-length object instruction sequences. If T 1 and T 2 are exactly the same, the local alignment score is calculated as k. As a result, the trace similarity has a value in the range between 0 and 1. Tables 4 and 5 show examples of object traces. In these examples, we assume that the length of the object traces is 4. Table 6 shows the local alignment matrix for the object traces T 1 and T 2 . The maximum value of the matrix is 3. As a result, the trace similarity between T 1 and T 2 is computed by Definition 3.6 as follows. To calculate a similarity between two sets, the similarity between every pair of elements in each set has to be considered. The similarity between two sets is obtained by maximizing the sum of similarities of matched elements contained in the two sets. The matching problem can be solved by an optimal algorithm, such as Hungarian [32] .
When birthmarks of two different programs are compared, the optimal algorithm does excessive matching to maximize the overall matching value even though the two compared birthmarks are not similar pairs. This decreases the credibility that distinguishes the two different programs.
Therefore, we utilized a greedy algorithm instead of the optimal algorithm. The greedy algorithm can prevent the excessive matching through sequential matching from the high similarity pairs to low ones. Moreover, the greedy algorithm is faster and requires a lower amount of memory than the optimal algorithm. Object trace T 1 
The similarity of the two Java methods is calculated by adding all the values of similarity of matched pairs. To normalize the similarity, the sum is divided by the minimum number of traces of methods; the resulting similarity ranges from 0 to 1 in proportion to the degree of similarity between the two methods.
For example, Table 7 shows the similarity matrix between T S 1 and T S 2 . A greedy algorithm finds the trace similarity matching set 
To calculate a similarity between two classes, the similarity between every pair of methods in each class has to be considered. Since the matched method set represents the set of the most similar pairs among all the methods in each class, the similarity between the two classes is obtained by maximizing the sum of similarities of matched methods contained in two classes.
The main purpose of a birthmark is to detect a copy of a program. The class similarity of the proposed birthmark lies in the range from 0 to 1, and this value is used to determine whether 
The threshold value ε is a criterion to classify two classes as copied classes or independent classes. If ε becomes small, two classes are compared precisely. Therefore, the credibility of birthmark increases. Otherwise, if ε becomes large, the two classes are compared loosely. Thus, the resilience of birthmark increases. Therefore, it is necessary to choose a feasible ε value considering the credibility and resilience trade-off. Figure 5 shows a procedure for the proposed static object trace birthmarking system. The birthmarking system computes the class similarity between two Java classes. To calculate the similarity between two classes, we need to calculate the similarity of each method in each class. In order to calculate the similarity of each method, two OFGs are generated from the two methods. The nodes of OFGs contain Java object instructions. With OFGs, SOTs are generated. Finally, the SOT sets are compared to ascertain the similarity between the two methods using the local alignment algorithm. Because the matrix is computed using dynamic programming, the time complexity of the local alignment algorithm is O(m·n), where m and n are the sizes of the two object traces. After we have object trace similarities, we can get method similarities and class similarities by Definitions 3.8 and 3.9, respectively.
IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed birthmark was implemented in C/C ++ languages with a GNU g++ compiler in a Linux environment. We utilized a javap disassembler [33] as a front-end to get the bytecodes from each class file. The javap is a well-known Java disassembler published by Sun Microsystems. From the disassembled bytecodes, we generated the CFG, OFG and OTB in our birthmarking system. Our birthmark was evaluated on a Linux system with an Intel ® Xeon ™ CPU 3.2 GHz processor and 4 GB RAM.
EVALUATION
Evaluation measure for software birthmark
To evaluate the efficiency of birthmarks, evaluation measures need to be suggested. In previous works, the average values of credibility and resilience were used to measure the efficiency of birthmarks. Credibility means that two programs developed independently must have different birthmarks, even though they have the same functionality. Resilience means that software 
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Obj-inst 5 birthmarks have to be strong enough to endure semanticspreserving transformations. For example, previous works calculate the average similarity between two different programs to evaluate the credibility, and then calculate the average similarity between an original program and the transformed program to evaluate the resilience. However, the previous evaluation measures have a weak point in that they cannot detect common modules when the ratio of common modules to all modules is not high enough. If the portion of common modules between two programs is large, the similarity of two programs becomes high. However, if the portion of common modules is low, it causes low similarity of two programs, although the two programs obviously have some common modules. Therefore, in order to detect common modules with birthmarks, the similarities between pairs of modules are more valuable than the average similarities between two programs. Thus, a birthmark needs the capability to detect common modules even though two programs have one common module, and an evaluation measure for birthmarks reveals the capability of birthmarks to detect sharing modules.
In this paper, we have applied well-known measures for birthmark evaluation: precision and recall. Precision and recall [34, 35] are frequently used in information retrieval and statistical classification. Precision and recall imply the credibility and resilience of birthmarks, respectively. Specifically, precision indicates the ratio of pairs that are correctly detected as common modules out of all the pairs that are chosen as common modules. Recall is the ratio of pairs that are correctly detected as common modules out of all the common module pairs. The two measures are defined as follows:
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where T P is the number of true positives, F P is the number of false positives and F N is the number of false negatives. To increase precision, birthmarks must reduce the number of false positives, which means that birthmarks can detect common modules more precisely. To increase recall, birthmarks must reduce the number of false negatives, which means that birthmarks can detect common modules more completely. Often there is a trade-off between precision and recall: where it is possible to increase one at the cost of reducing the other. For example, a birthmark can be designed to enhance the recall by detecting more modules as copied, which may result in the increase of false positives.
The harmonic mean of precision and recall, F-measure, is a well-known measure in the area of information retrieval. The F-measure is used to evaluate the precision and recall together and is defined as follows:
Using the F-measure for birthmark evaluation considers precision and recall at the same time because the F-measure is high only when the precision and recall are high together.
Evaluation setup
To be a good code theft detector, a birthmark must be based on characteristics that distinguish a program from the others with a unique signature. Our birthmark is defined as a set of SOTs with length k (SOT k s) of a Java program. We investigated what value of k is suitable to identify programs with reasonable uniqueness and complexity. We examined all the SOT k s of class files included in the Eclipse 3.0 SDK package [36] . The package has a total of 19 502 class files in 144 jar files. We used the Eclipse 3.0 SDK since the package had a variety of jar files that represent many programming styles of Java programs. Table 8 and Fig. 6 show the variations of the most frequent and top 10 frequent SOT k s according to the length k. As the k increases, the ratio tends to decrease. For lengths larger than 3, despite a sequence length increment, the ratios of the most frequent SOT k s were small enough to consider that the SOT k s were sufficiently different. Hence, we conducted our experiments with k = 3.
To evaluate the capability of birthmarks to detect common modules, we selected benchmark programs that share common classes. As shown in Table 9 , five pairs of open source Java packages were used as benchmark programs. Each pair of packages has common classes. The pairs of (JavaCUP, VtdXML), (JIMI, Jitac) and (JLayer, tMP3) have the exactly same versions of common classes. However, the pairs of (Piccolo, Crimson) and (jEdit, Jext) have slightly different versions of common classes. The purpose of the experiments is to measure the capability of detecting known common classes. However, we do not evaluate the whole classes of benchmark programs. We evaluate classes that have at least 20 object instructions, because small classes hardly represent inherent characteristics and may not be targets for theft.
To get the precision and recall values, we need the oracle who can tell the truth. In detail, the oracle has to judge whether the detections of a birthmark are true positives or false positives. Thus, we defined the pairs that had the exact same names as common classes in two compared packages. Of course, the classes that had different names but equal contents could be common classes. To be a good birthmark, it must detect all those classes. However, our evaluation has a weakness that those classes are classified as false positives when a birthmark detects the classes as common classes. We compared our birthmark with the existing static Java birthmarks. For the Tamada birthmark and the k-gram birthmark, we used the Java birthmark toolkit, Stigmata 1.1 [37] . In the experiment for the k-gram birthmark, we set the value of k to 3, which was used by Myles [21] who suggested the k-gram birthmark.
We have to choose a reasonable threshold value ε for each birthmark. Table 10 compares the results of the three birthmarks with ε values from 0.1 to 0.4. From the table, as the value of ε increases, the average of recall also increases, but the average of precision decreases. In this paper, we choose the threshold value as 0.2 because the F-measure is maximized in all three birthmarks when ε = 0.2. According to this threshold, a similarity range of [0.8, 1.0] is classified as copied classes, and [0, 0.8) is classified as independent classes. Table 11 shows the experimental results of common module detections with non-transformed programs. Among the experiments of five pairs, the recall values of pairs (Piccolo, Crimson) and (jEdit, Jext) were calculated relatively lower than the others because those pairs have different versions of common modules. In particular, the pair (jEdit, Jext) has some modules whose differences are big. For example, TokenMarker.class of Jext has 12 methods, but 10 methods are replaced with different ones in jEdit. Therefore, all of the birthmarks cannot detect it as a common module. As a result, a large number of false negatives in the pair (jEdit, Jext) is not due to the low detecting capability of birthmarks, but to the difference of common modules in that pair. According to the result of manual checking, the runtime of the two birthmarks did not exceed 10 s in all experiment cases.
Common module detection
The number of false positives for the pair (JIMI, Jitac) is slightly larger in our birthmark than in the others. We investigated the false positive cases and found that the detected classes have similar control structures and behaviors. For example, BMPEncoder.class of JIMI and TGAEncoder.class of Jitac are different classes but our birthmark classified them as common classes. The two classes have the same control flows and the same object instructions, except the names of user methods and slot numbers of local variables. Thus, our birthmark cannot classify them as different modules.
In this experiment, three birthmarks showed high precisions and recalls. When a vicious programmer copies another's module to develop his software, he will try to hide the fact of his theft by applying various transformation techniques. This requires a birthmark to be resilient to program transformations. In order to evaluate the resilience of birthmarks, we utilize a Java optimizer such as jarg [38] , and obfuscators such as CodeShield [39] , Smokescreen [40] and ZKM [41] . Table 12 shows the experimental results of the evaluation of the resilience to the jarg optimizer. One of each pair of benchmark programs was optimized with jarg. Jarg changes long names of identifiers into shorter ones, optimizes redundant parts of the class files and compresses local variable slots. The similarities of common modules of each pair are reduced by these optimizations. Thus, the numbers of false negatives of the Tamada birthmark and the k-gram birthmark increase, and this causes the decrement of the recall values. However, our OTB is not damaged by jarg because the object traces, which consist of object instructions, are not the target of optimization by jarg. Table 13 shows the experimental results with the CodeShield obfuscator. CodeShield exercises name obfuscation like the jarg, obfuscates control flows and adds dummy exception tables to classes. Due to these obfuscations, the numbers of false negatives of the Tamada birthmark and the k-gram birthmark increase. However, our OTB is not affected by these attacks because object traces are resilient to obfuscating names and adding dummy exception tables. As a result, the recall values of the Tamada birthmark and the k-gram birthmark decrease slightly, compared to the results of Table 11 . Table 14 shows the experimental results of the Smokescreen obfuscator. Smokescreen has four major obfuscating techniques. First, all the strings in a class file are encrypted and stored in one field member of the class. They are decrypted during the runtime through reconstruction with substring API function calls. Second, control flows of a method are complicated by adding opaque predicates.An opaque predicate [42, 43] is either always true or always false, but its value is hard to guess statically. For example, 'if (x*x >= 0)' is always true but is not easy to guess with a static analysis. Third, sequences of stack instructions are reordered. For example, 'iconst_0; istore_1; iconst_1; istore_2;' can be transformed to 'iconst_0; iconst_l; istore_2; istore_1;' by reordering. Fourth, a string decryption method is added and the order of existing methods is changed.
With these strong obfuscations of Smokescreen, the Tamada birthmark and the k-gram birthmark are severely damaged and the numbers of false negatives increase seriously. In the Tamada birthmark, the number of false negatives increases largely due to the damage of the sequence of method calls caused by the addition of string decryption routines and reordering of the sequence of methods. As a result, the recall values are largely dropped.
The k-gram birthmark shows a similar result to the Tamada birthmark. The k-gram birthmark is damaged because the instructions related to opaque predicates and function calls for string reconstruction are inserted into the original bytecodes. Also, the reordering of stack instructions affects the k-gram birthmark negatively.
Our OTB is degraded so little that the number of false negatives increases slightly in the cases of (JIMI, Smokescreen(Jitac)), (Piccolo, Smokescreen(Crimson)) and (jEdit, Smokescreen(Jext)). This degradation is caused by the string encryption attack of Smokescreen. The local alignment algorithm helps to reduce the effect of added object instructions of string encryption routines by Smokescreen. Since the local alignment algorithm gives partial scores between the original and modified traces, it gives proper similarity despite the insertions of object instructions by Smokescreen. In the cases of (JavaCUP, Smokescreen(VtdXML)), (Piccolo, Smokescreen(Crimson)) and (jEdit, Smokescreen(Jext)), the values of the average precision increase a little unexpectedly even after obfuscation. The reason for this effect is that the number of false positives decreases through obfuscation. Smokescreen reduced the similarity of classes not only in true positives, but also in false positives. As a result, the similarity of classes in false positives decreases below the detection threshold. However, this is not a good effect for a birthmark. If a birthmark is resilient enough, the result of experiments with non-transformed programs should be preserved despite program transformations. Table 15 shows the experimental results with the ZKM obfuscator. ZKM encrypts strings and complicates control flows by adding opaque predicates. The string encryption method of ZKM uses a technique in which it replaces original strings with encrypted strings and adds decryption method calls. ZKM does not degrade the Tamada birthmark as much as Smokescreen does because it does not use Java standard API calls but user method calls to decrypt strings.
The k-gram birthmark was damaged more than the Tamada birthmark because ZKM added extra JVM instructions to obfuscate control flows and to encrypt strings. For the OTB, the number of false negatives increases because ZKM added string encryption function calls and field variables for opaque predicates in the cases of (JIMI, ZKM(Jitac)) and (jEdit, ZKM(Jext)). However, the number of false positives decreased as in the case of Smokescreen. Therefore, average precision, on the contrary, increased. Figure 7 shows the evaluation result of three static birthmarks for common module detection. The Tamada birthmark was very vulnerable to the Smokescreen obfuscator. The k-gram birthmark was also vulnerable to the Smokescreen obfuscator and ZKM obfuscator. The OTB showed superior capability for common module detection in all five experiments. It is remarkable that the F-measures increased a little after Smokescreen and ZKM. The reason is, as mentioned above, that the decrease of the number of false positives is larger than the increase of the number of false negatives. However, a good birthmark should get the same results as in the experiment with non-transformed programs, regardless of program obfuscations. 
DISCUSSION
Attacks on OTB
If a birthmark is opened and a thief wants to hide the code theft against the birthmark, he will try to apply various obfuscations specialized to the birthmark. For example, if he wants to attack OTB, he can add new object instructions using opaque predicates. However, this attack is not a threat to the OTB because original object traces are still alive. In other words, even though some instructions are added by obfuscators to the original program, the similarity between the original and obfuscated programs remains high. In order to modify the birthmark, the thief can change the order of independent object instructions of a program. However, it is not trivial, because it is very subtle and time-consuming work to reorder object instructions while preserving original behaviors of the program. Even if the attacker succeeds in removing the birthmark of a tiny part of the program, the portion of the removed part will not be high because only the birthmark of that part is modified. Moreover, we expect that the proposed birthmarking system can get a partial score from the modified part of the program because it uses a local alignment algorithm to compare extracted birthmarks.
Scalability
It is important that a birthmark have scalability for it to be used as a detector in a large database. Our birthmark is not fast enough, as we showed in the runtime through the experiment in Section 5. Therefore, it is not suitable for detecting code theft in a large database. The runtime performance of the OTB depends on the complexity of the CFG. In detail, if the CFG contains many nodes and edges, a lot of traces are extracted and it causes the trace-comparing time to increase.
In order to have scalability, we can use a method that reduces the quantity of traces and even improves their quality. In general, traces of low frequency are more valuable than traces of high frequency. If we extract only the traces of low frequency, the number of traces will be reduced, and then the tracecomparing time will be reduced. However, as the number of traces is reduced, the credibility of the birthmark may decrease. Nevertheless the credibility will be tolerable because the lowfrequency traces are essential traces that properly represent the inherent characteristics of a program.
Effects on the choice of parameters
We have many choices of parameters for our birthmark. First, if we select only API calls from all object instructions, our birthmark will become more resilient; but if we select more JVM instructions as a birthmark, our birthmark will become more credible. Second, the length of the trace, k, can be changed. If the k value increases, the birthmark will become more credible. Otherwise, the birthmark will become more resilient. Third, we can increase the detection threshold, ε, to make a more resilient birthmark. Furthermore, the birthmark will become more credible when the ε decreases.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a new birthmark based on traces of Java object instructions. Because Java is an object-oriented programming language, object instructions are hard to replace or remove. Based on this observation, we defined a set of sequences of Java object instructions as inherent characteristics of the program. To extract an OTB, we generated an OFG by static analysis of the Java bytecodes. In order to calculate the similarity between two object traces, we applied a sequence alignment algorithm. Based on this trace similarity, we obtained the similarities of methods and classes. Finally, to detect common modules between two programs, we used class similarity. We evaluated the proposed birthmark with respect to the capability of detecting common modules for open source programs. For the evaluation, we adopted precision and recall as evaluation measures. The experimental results showed that the detection capability of our birthmark is much higher than that of other static birthmarks against obfuscation attacks by Smokescreen and ZKM.
The future work with regard to our birthmark is as follows. First, our birthmark is hard to apply to classes that have a few object instructions. To cope with this problem, we plan to supplement our birthmark with other essential elements such as array-related instructions, which are hard to modify. Second, we plan to compare the OFGs of two programs directly. The OFGs have valuable information such as loops and branches. These characteristics can be extracted and compared as birthmarks. As a previous work related to graph comparison, there is research that generates an object process graph and applies it to protocol recovery [44] . In order to be used as a birthmark, however, graph comparison methods have to consider the graph modifications that are caused by the insertion of dummy nodes or the splitting of existing nodes. As a result, a new graph comparison method has to be suggested that is more appropriate for birthmarks than existing methods. 
